
Rhetorical Square
You will be able to analyze style of a text using 

rhetoric. The purpose of a Rhetorical Square is to 
identify elements of rhetoric that are in the text. 



Purpose: 

Audience: 

Argument: 

Persona: 

Rhetorical devices and strategies
Ethos—

Pathos—

Logos—

Figurative Language—

Etc.(structure, types of evidence, perspective it 
was written from, and more . . .)— 

“Civil 
Disobedience” 
Rhetorical 
Square
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DRAW THIS ON A SEPARATE PAGE IN YOUR 
NOTEBOOK AND FILL IT OUT FOR HENRY DAVID 
THOREAU’S ESSAY “CIVIL DISOBEDIENCE”



CONSIDER the following when filling out the outside 
of the square: 
AUDIENCE
Who is the audience for whom the writing is done?

Consider from a historical and current context. 
● Historical: Thoreau resisting the policies and actions of President James Polk; Thoreau not paying taxes and then going to jail. 
● Current context: Protests and movements that seek to highlight the voices and stories of marginalized groups; current political 

situation, current president, etc. 
Overall: 

● Who might Thoreau be appealing to? 
● Who might be interested in his ideas? 
● What groups of people might use his ideas? 

PURPOSE
What is the purpose or occasion for writing?
Consider the following: 

● What is the desired outcome of this writing? 
● What is the big issue that Thoreau is addressing?
● What might he be trying to do or accomplish? 

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT 
SLIDE



PERSONA
The persona is the person or assumed role of the writer . . . essentially the author of the writing. Consider the following: 

● A persona is essentially a person’s character or their characteristics as presented to or perceived by others. 
● What is the public image of the author that comes across in this piece? 
● What kind of persona does the author create for himself? Does he seem concerned? Passionate? Reasonable? Informed? 

Reflective?
● What role is the author taking in relation to the audience? 
● What historical information or context do you have about the author that influences the persona of the author in this piece of 

writing?

ARGUMENT
What is the message or content of the writing? 
Consider the following:

● What is the central issue the author is addressing, and what do they have to say about it? 
● What is the author’s argument? 
● What, if any, kind of evidence does the author use? 

CONSIDER the following when filling out the outside 
of the square: 



Rhetorical devices and strategies— 
Identify the stylistic devices and the emotional, logical, and 
ethical appeals they use to persuade their audience. These 
may include types of evidence, figurative language, text 
structures, and tone. 

THESE ARE THE INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILLING 
OUT THE MIDDLE OF THE SQUARE . . . 


